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nights also went on to be re-released on the game boy advance as nights into dreams in 2004, featuring enhanced
graphics and minor alterations to the game (such as the default blue orb becoming orange). there are two

playable characters in nights into dreams, elliot and claris. each has a unique and different approach to how they
play the game, though both start out as a coward and only gain courage with each new level. claris is the more

athletic of the two, always ready to jump off ledges or hurl himself at the enemies that may appear on the ground.
elliot, meanwhile, is more of a thinker and is able to do things like collect other people or go invisible to avoid
enemies. both of them are very childlike and clumsy, though, and need to be protected by nights at all times.
nights is made of a transparent part and a solid part, with the transparent part being where the character and

items appear and the solid part being where the action takes place. nights can go through objects and the
environment, and can also glide through the air. it also seems that the nighbird itself also vanished as well. as the

two nights fly off into the distance, the last thing we see is a sunset, and theres a voice that echoes out of the
sunset, which explains the title. i remember when i was younger, looking up at the sky at night, and seeing a

billion stars. i felt a sense of wonder about the world around me. and like with the sunset, that feeling seems to
have disappeared. so, here we are. perhaps this is why the game is called nights into dreams. dreams are a sort of
wish youve made, but you never really know if it will be fulfilled. perhaps it will, or perhaps it wont. either way, it

makes you wonder about the meanings behind these worlds, and the story behind the game. and most
importantly, it makes you wonder what its like to be up there, looking down at the world.
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after watching the
documentary, youll be
feeling pretty confident

that you know whats going
on in nights into dreams.
and yet, that still wont

stop you from enjoying the
game for what it is. at its

core is a simple, yet
captivating story that
keeps you right on the

edge of your seat, and its
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so easy to lose track of the
puzzle-like gameplay.
once youve collected

enough ideya youll need
to fly around a level to get
to the large glowing heart
at the center of it, where
nights will power up and

turn into more of a
monster of sorts and scare
away more nightmarens.
but if you just stand still,
youll be overrun. these
shifts are what makes
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youll absolute love this
game. its an extremely
fast paced experience,

and your focus is always
elsewhere. near the end of

the game, when youre
wielding a huge sword

that can easily one-shot
nightmarens, you can

practically imagine all the
remaining nightmarens in
the whole level coming to

get you if theyre not
careful. one other thing to
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know about this game is
how easy it is to lose your

collection of monsters
once youve collected

enough ideya to power up
nights. every one of them
looks identical, and youll
be collecting dozens of

them in a single level. so
be careful, and ensure

that youre keeping your
monsters organized by
collecting your missing

monsters using the scan
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feature in the game. if
youre a fan of the series
then youll be excited to
know that nights has an
extensive world map,

which you can still explore
when youre exploring the
levels. youll even be able
to drop of freely exploring

the surface of the map,
like nightopia or a

destructible table in the
levels. 5ec8ef588b
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